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Chapter 3981 
Marven looked at Bernard and smiled faintly, “Mr. Elnor, our boss asked me to come over to 
recommend some Chinese antique artifacts to you,” 
 
“See what you are more interested in, and you will definitely be given a certain discount on the price.” 
 
Bernard did not expect that the two people who came were actually here to sell things, so he asked with 
a surprised face, “What do you mean? You guys still do door-to-door sales?” 
 
Marven nodded and smiled and said, “That’s right, and it’s for you alone especially provided private 
custom door-to-door sales.” 
 
After saying that, Marven waved at Ervin beside him and said, “Come, Ervin, take out all your treasured 
goodies and show them to Mr. Elnor!” 
 
Ervin hurriedly spread out his big bag on the ground. 
 
Ervin usually sets a stall with a large piece of a tablecloth, with a large pile of fragmented things. 
 
If the wind and rain, or meet the buyer to come to settle accounts, directly grab the four corners of the 
tablecloth, fling on the shoulder, carrying it while on the run. 
 
And, after the wind has passed, the package is thrown to the ground, immediately start the business. 
 
Absolutely counted as home travel, stall to put down the necessary good things. 
 
Bernard did not expect that he would come all the way to attend such a high-profile auction of the 
Rejuvenation Pill. 
 
Only to encounter such a low door-to-door sales pitch. 
 
He pointed at Ervin’s floor of rags and said with a frown, “What is all this garbage ……” 
 
Marven laughed: “It’s all valuable antique literature.” 
 
“What?!” Bernard immediately pointed to a bronze wine bottle and questioned: “This bronze cup, the 
foot of the cup are knocked to pieces, you look carefully, it is all plastic!” 
 
Ervin looked down, immediately panicked, and quickly whispered to Marven: “Master Ye …… this …… 
batch of goods is not very good quality, I guess this guy is just with some brain, and we accidentally 
knocked it ……” 
 
After saying that, he asked Marven: “Master Ye, this old man is fine enough, now it is revealed what to 
do ……” 
 



Ervin came out to cheat, the most fear is to reveal on the spot or be caught on the spot. 
 
The purchase and sale is about buying and selling, all the work is used for the consumer before the bill. 
 
So in his perception, before the purchase order is absolutely final can not make any mistakes, once the 
mistake, it is the complete loss of the customer. 
 
However, Marven did not care about this. 
 
He said directly to Ervin: “Don’t say anything first, let me deal with it.” 
 
After saying that, Marven directly picked up the plastic imitation bronze wine bottle and introduced it to 
Bernard very seriously: 
 
“Mr. Elnor, this is a one-to-one replica of the wine bottle according to the culture of our Chinese Shang 
Dynasty bronze ware.” 
 
“Therefore, we can only sell these one-to-one replicas to your foreign friends.” 
 
Saying that, he pointed to the missing corner and explained, “Look, the reason why we use plastic as raw 
material is to respond to energy saving and environmental protection as well as the concept of carbon 
neutral and carbon peak which is now hot all over the world,” 
 
“Looking at the plastic seems to be worthless, but it is made of biodegradable material, no pollution to 
the environment, it is absolutely green crafts.” 
 
Said here, Marven continued: “This product under normal circumstances, we are to sell for 18 million, 
but as you can see, this has now become a residual product, so I give you a certain discount, 17.88 
million!” 
 
After hearing this, Ervin was so scared that his bladder sphincter tightened and he almost couldn’t 
squeeze out a bubble of urine. 
 
He looked at Marven’s expression as if he was struck by lightning as frightened. 
 
Chapter 3982 
At this time Bernard was scared to death in his heart, could not help but secretly think: 
 
“Master Ye this is to engage in what …… this broken thing into the price of not a dollar eight, he is selling 
it for 18 million …… this …… this is not to rip people off, this is to lynch them……” 
 
Bernard expression is also like a dog, annoyed to shake hands and said: 
 
“Okay, okay, I beg you not to insult my intelligence, you leave my room, in addition take away this 
garbage, I do not need it at all!” 
 
“Don’t need?” Marven’s expression suddenly cold, sneered and said, 
 



“Then I’m really sorry Mr. Elnor, if you don’t buy these goods from us, then you are disqualified from 
participating in this auction.” 
 
“What?!” Bernard angrily questioned, “I have already passed your registration audit, and I have already 
paid the registration fee,” 
 
“In addition I have also paid this 6 million room fee, what qualification do you have to disqualify me 
from the auction?” 
 
Marven said with a matter-of-fact face, “Because you didn’t match the goods’ allotment!” 
 
“Allotment?!” When Bernard heard this word, he was petrified, and only after a few moments did he 
come back to his senses and roared, 
 
“It’s the first time I’ve heard of an auction with goods! It’s simply ridiculous!” 
 
Marven laughed: “If you go to your store to buy a bag and need to match the goods, don’t you need to 
come to us to buy the Rejuvenation Pill?” 
 
Saying that, he took out his own consumption voucher and sneered: “Here, look, to buy a bag of more 
than 100,000 yuan in your store,” 
 
“We have to compulsorily match a million goods, and the goods matched are all those junk that can’t be 
sold for several years and are covered with dust,” 
 
“Our boss is also learning from now on, fully learning from Mr. Elnor’s business strategy.” 
 
Bernard took a look at the shopping list, and his face changed to an ugly look. 
 
Allocation of goods is the unspoken rule of the luxury industry, Bernard has long been familiar with this 
unspoken rule and even relied on this rule to earn a lot of money. 
 
But he did not expect that today, it would be Marven with the same set of counter-attacks. 
 
Moreover, this shopping list shows the allocation of goods is really too dumb. 
 
A bag, but with six times the selling price of goods, this is really heartless. 
 
So, he said with an embarrassed face: “This …… this …… as far as I know …… normal allotment amount is 
just a little bit a few times higher than the public price,” 
 
“More than 100,000 RMB bag, allotment 200,000 is enough, I’m not sure why here it is an allotment of 
million …… maybe it is the store’s own behavior ……” 
 
Marven waved his hand: “You do not need to explain so much, now our boss only gives you two 
choices:” 
 
“You must complete the allotment if you want to participate in the auction of the Rejuvenation pills,” 



 
“Otherwise, we will now arrange for you to check out, and all the fees you paid, we will refund you 
every penny!” 
 
Bernard said in a hurry: “Only the luxury industry has the rule of allotment, and the luxury industry 
allotment is also helpless,” 
 
“The price of many things is not speculated by our brand side, but by the speculators outside,” 
 
“For example, the watch, Patek Philippe’s Nautilus, the public price ten years ago was less than 20,000 
euros,” 
 
“But now the circulation price on the market is more than 60,000 Euros, multiplied several times, and 
the brand’s production is also limited,” 
 
“So it can only fill the gap between the nominal price and the actual selling price through the allocation 
of goods, this is a very normal situation! 
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Marven smiled and asked: “Why a piece of nautilus of several hundred thousand dollars is considered a 
sought-after item and must be allotted,” 
 
“What about our Rejuvenation Pill? Two hundred top tycoons can only grab two pills in total,” 
 
“So isn’t it much more sought-after than the nautilus? Is it not only natural that it needs to be allotted 
like the nautilus, but even more strictly?” 
 
I ……” 
 
Bernard was speechless all of a sudden. 
 
If it is according to this logic that odd goods can be dispensed, it is necessary to dispense the goods, the 
return of the pill needs to be dispensed which is indeed a natural thing. 
 
Bernard could not find any reason to refute it at once. 
 
When he was at a loss as to what to do, the butler at the side suddenly said, “Gentleman! It’s true that 
your rejuvenation pills are more valuable!” 
 
“But this is an auction! If you had a fixed price for the Elixir, then we would have accepted your request 
for a match on top of that price,” 
 
“But this auction is supposed to be for the highest bidder, so why should the auction have to match 
additional goods?” 
 
When Bernard heard this, he immediately lit up and said loudly, “Yes! This is an auction! I haven’t heard 
of anyone who has to allocate additional goods for an auction!” 
 



Marven skimmed his mouth and laughed: “Then you really think too much, I’m not asking you to directly 
allocate goods for the Rejuvenation pill,” 
 
“After all, you have not yet shot the Rejuvenation pill, I’m asking you to allocate goods for the 
qualification to participate in the Rejuvenation pill auction,” 
 
“If you reach our allocation standard, then you can participate in the auction,” 
 
“If you can not reach this allocation standard, then I’m sorry. Turn right out of the door and please 
leave.” 
 
Bernard’s expression was extremely ugly and he said, “You are simply robbers!” 
 
Marven rhetorically asked, “Did we rob you? We are working on the principle of voluntary cooperation,” 
 
“Exactly the same as your store’s allocation rules, if you are willing to allocate goods,” 
 
“You can participate in the auction, if you are not willing to cooperate, then you can not participate.” 
 
Speaking here, Marven said again in a cold voice: “Rules, I have made it very clear, now give you two 
minutes to consider,” 
 
“If you still refuse to match, I will now let the security to cooperate with you to check out,” 
 
“In addition, I will directly arrange a convoy to send you to the airport.” 
 
Bernard now finally understood that he was being targeted and retaliated against. 
 
Just because of his own store’s dispensing rules, the boss behind this auction was now going to use this 
to set him up. 
 
However, he did not have any way to retort. 
 
Because, his store has such a rule. 
 
As long as the popular models have to match the goods, if you do not match the goods, you just can not 
get. 
 
Without this allotment policy, how could he sit in the position of the world’s richest man, although only 
for a while? 
 
Thinking of this, he could only nod resentfully, pointing at the plastic imitation bronze wine bottle, and 
asked in a depressed voice: 
 
“Is it that after I buy this, this matter will be over?” 
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Marven shook his head: “How is that possible? Don’t you see that I took a big bag?” 



 
Said, and pointed to one of the fake amber, spoke: “Look at this, the Cretaceous period formed amber, 
see, there is a big scorpion inside!” 
 
“Such a complete scorpion, dripping in a piece of amber, this is very rare, I will sell it to you for 80 
million, not too much, right?” 
 
Bernard cracked up and blurted out, “This …… is a fake! A three-year-old child can see that this is a 
fake!!!” 
 
“What’s wrong with fake?” Marven justifiably asked him: “Fake can not be taken out and sold to you?” 
 
“I ……” Bernard this time is really broken, said: “You simply say it straight, how much extra money you 
need to force me to pay to be satisfied?” 
 
Marven said with a displeased face: “You say this I do not like to hear. We opened the door to do 
business, it is all about your feelings and my wishes,” 
 
“I think you yourself have to be willing to cooperate, I will match you, if you are not willing, I will not 
force you, this is the same as the rules of your store.” 
 
Bernard nodded in dismay and said helplessly, “Okay, I’m the one who is not strict enough in my speech, 
so, you just say a price, how much do I need to match the goods before this matter can end?” 
 
Marven smiled faintly, looked at Ervin, and asked, “Ervin, what other good things do you have here, 
hurry up and introduce them to Mr. Elnor.” 
 
Ervin usually cheats countless people, but at this time this play by Marven stunned him beyond his 
imagination, hesitated for half a day, but also do not know where to start. 
 
Marven shook his head, and smoothly picked out a four-square white thing from the pile and asked him, 
“Ervin, what is this?” 
 
Ervin said awkwardly: “This …… this …… this …… this ……” 
 
Marven saw his face not confident, immediately loudly reprimanded: “What are you hesitant for? Be 
confident, say it out loud, what is this!” 
 
Ervin said stiffly: “Back to Master Ye, this is the heirloom jade seal!” 
 
“Bullish!” Marven thumbs up at him, sighing, turned to Bernard, and said, “Mr. Elnor, you just heard, 
this thing is called the heirloom jade seal,” 
 
“The legend is the Qin Shi Huang, ordered Li Si carved it and it is one of the most precious cultural relics 
in China,” 
 
“The significance is very much, I estimate not less than three to five hundred million and is certainly not 
down.” 



 
Speaking of this, Marven waved his hand, seriously: “But it should not be too expensive, the 
appreciation of this thing is very large, maybe not two years to double, when we may also find you to 
buy it back.” 
 
The words just fell, Marven hurriedly said: “Of course, I said ‘possible’, because we are not committed to 
buying back.” 
 
Saying that, he added: “Also, as I said earlier, this heirloom jade seal, is a legendary thing,” 
 
“Since it is legendary, there is naturally no way to distinguish the authenticity, so we do not promise to 
guarantee the authenticity either.” 
 
Bernard smiled miserably and asked Marven: “You gentleman …… you can earn my money, but you 
don’t have to insult my intelligence, right?” 
 
Marven said very seriously: “How can you say that? We do business, it is all about good faith, as the 
saying goes, honesty!” 
 
“Since I want to sell you this thing, I must explain the situation to you clearly, otherwise in case of 
disputes, it is not good for you and me,” 
 
“So you must approve this thing, make sure that this thing is okay, and you buy it willingly and will not 
back out before I will sell it to you.” 
 
Bernard completely collapsed. 
 
He sort of understood Marven’s path. 
 
Not only did he want to sell this pile of junk to him at an extremely high price, but he also wanted him to 
act willingly, and even wanted him to show that he believed that this thing was real,” 
 
“Which was the same as completely giving up the right to maintain the rights after the sale, wasn’t this 
just a way to get rid of everything while trying to make money? 
 
Thinking of this, he questioned angrily: “Is this how your boss does business? I can understand even if 
you let me allocate goods out of revenge,” 
 
“But do you still want me to allocate hundreds of millions of dollars of goods?” 
 
“What’s even more outrageous is that your stuff is all fake! My store has never sold counterfeit goods 
even if the requirements are high!” 
 
Marven’s face was dark, immediately shoved the heirloom jade seal into Ervin’s arms and said, 
 
“Ervin, since this old man doesn’t believe that our stuff is real, then we can’t sell this stuff to him no 
matter what, you put all these things away, let’s go!” 
 



Bernard was dumbfounded, he didn’t expect Marven to run over to his intelligence with a flurry of 
insults, and the result is that this guy even flipped out first. 
 
Just when he hadn’t come back to his senses, Marven took out his cell phone and called Issac directly. 
 
There Issac has been waiting for a long time, so instantly picked the call and Marven said: “Mr. Chen, 
016 refused to allocate,” 
 
“Let the security guards clear them out, and let the first in line alternate take his place!” 
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Bernard did not expect that Marven would say that and flip out immediately. 
 
He did not dare to joke about the auction qualification, although he was sitting on a family fortune of 
more than a trillion. 
 
But once there is no life to enjoy, these family fortunes can be said to be worthless. 
 
So, he was almost instantly abashed, and hurriedly changed his face to a low voice and pleaded: 
 
“Gentleman don’t get angry, let’s talk about it!” 
 
“Please tell your General Manager that I am willing to match the goods!” 
 
After that, he stretched out his trembling hand, pointed at the heirloom jade seal in Ervin’s arms, and 
said through clenched teeth, 
 
“Isn’t that the heirloom jade seal? I’ll buy it!” 
 
Marven grunted and said, “You just buy an heirloom jade seal, it may not be enough……” 
 
Bernard’s heart twitched, clenched his fist, and asked in a trembling voice, 
 
“Then …… then what else do you want me to buy?!” 
 
After saying that, he glanced at Ervin’s bulging bag of fake goods, and hurriedly said, 
 
“How about I buy that bronze wine bottle just now too! That’s always okay, right?” 
 
Marven shook his head, pulled out his own sales list from the noon dispensing in the store, and spoke: 
 
“Look for yourself, our boss has dispensed dozens of items, big and small,” 
 
“In your store, and now you are only dispensing two items with us,” 
 
“That’s really a bit unjustified, isn’t it?” 
 



Bernard blurted out, “But …… but in that list of yours, all the allotted goods add up to just one million 
RMB!” 
 
“This …… one of this heirloom jade seal is three or four hundred million, already exceeded hundreds of 
times from the amount,” 
 
“You can’t be so cruel even if you are revenge ……” 
 
Marven said seriously: “We are all business people, pay attention to the courtesy of exchange, you have 
to say that this courtesy is revenge,” 
 
“It is a little meaningless, I just said, we do not do forced selling of things, if you are not happy, we can 
not do business.” 
 
“I’m sorry, it’s all my fault ……” Bernard was completely afraid. 
 
He knew that the allocation of several hundred million or more than a billion RMB was a small matter,” 
 
“The most terrible thing was, in case of the auction, with a price of more than ten billion dollars. 
 
They successfully auctioned the Rejuvenation Pill. 
 
The organizer suddenly asked him to allocate the goods again on the spot, that would be really 
astronomical! 
 
So, he hurriedly bowed his hand to Marven and said: 
 
“Gentleman, just now it was my improper use of words, please do not take it to heart ……” 
 
“You just tell me directly, in the end, I need to match how much goods,” 
 
“Match which goods, as long as within my affordability, I will not say one more word!” 
 
He said, he also said with some pleading: “In addition, please also help me to tell your boss, say that I 
expressed my most sincere apologies to him,” 
 
“From now on, any one of my brands, any one of the goods,” 
 
“I will arrange for people to prepare two copies to your boss,” 
 
“Even if the same model has dozens of different colors,” 
 
“I will also arrange for people to send two copies of each color to him!” 
 
“I only ask him to be generous and let me off the hook in the future.” 
 
Marven said indifferently: 
 



“Later things will be discussed later, let’s talk about the matter of your distribution.” 
 
Saying that, he waved his hand at Ervin and instructed, 
 
“Ervin, you bring out both the heirloom jade seal and the bronze wine bottle for Mr. Elnor.” 
 
“Okay.” Ervin nodded hastily and diligently brought out the two fake artifacts and placed them on the 
table. 
 
Marven then added: “Look again at what other good things you have in there, and match a few more to 
Mr. Elnor.” 
 
Ervin hurriedly opened the package, searched for a moment from inside,” 
 
“Searched out a painting scroll, then handed it to Marven and said, 
 
“Master Ye, this is something good, open it and take a look.” 
 
Marven smoothly took the scroll, and once it was in his hand. 
 
He could feel that it was made of old rice paper, definitely a modern painting. 
 
Subsequently, he opened the painting slowly, saw the full picture, and was astonished. 
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This …… is actually a pair of world classic paintings – Mona Lisa. 
 
And, it was the Mona Lisa in the style of Chinese national painting! 
 
Bernard saw this and wanted to die. 
 
In his opinion, this is no longer as simple as insulting the intelligence, right? 
 
Marven himself was dumbfounded and looked up at Ervin, his eyes were full of questions. 
 
Subsequently, Marven gave him a wink, which means: 
 
This broken thing, I really do not know how to blow, or you do it yourself. 
 
Although Ervin was scared by Marven’s astronomical figures, but at least he is also an old crook who has 
reigned in the antique street for many years. 
 
And has a lot of experience in the real world, so he quickly adapted to this kind of routine. 
 
So he laughed and said to Bernard: 
 
“Mr. Elnor, this painting that I am introducing to you today is enough to shock the whole painting world 
of East and West!” 



 
After saying that, he narrated, 
 
“Everyone knows that the Mona Lisa was created by Leonardo da Vinci in the year 1503 AD,” 
 
“But let me tell you, this painting is actually not an original by da Vinci,” 
 
“But by a great painter named Zhao Mengfu (fǔ) in the late Song and early Yuan dynasties of China.” 
 
Before the words were said, he pointed to the painting in Marven’s hand and said seriously, 
 
“Here, this is the one in Master Ye’s hand!” 
 
“And the one painted by Leonardo da Vinci was copied and modified and created twice according to this 
one, to put it bluntly, it was copied.” 
 
Bernard, tearless, blurted out, 
 
“How is this possible? Leonardo da Vinci is the master I admire most,” 
 
“And his Mona Lisa is a masterpiece for the ages, how can it be copied!” 
 
Ervin’s face is blank, said seriously: “You see, this touches your cognitive blind spot, right!” 
 
“Let me tell you, this painting, created by Mr. Zhao Mengfu at the order of Khan Kublai of the Yuan 
Dynasty,” 
 
“Was probably created at the end of 1275 A.D.” 
 
More than two hundred years before Leonardo da Vinci, so it’s clear who copied who didn’t, isn’t it?” 
 
“What a load of nonsense!” Bernard said with some annoyance, 
 
“This is never possible! And look for yourself, the woman in your painting is also a Western face!” 
 
“How could there be a woman with a western face in China at that time?” 
 
“What do you have to say about such a big bug?” 
 
Ervin, not the slightest bit panic, with a smile, hurriedly said: 
 
“So you have to patiently listen to me to finish the situation!” 
 
“In 1275 AD, a major event with far-reaching implications occurred in the history of the world, do you 
know what it is?” 
 
Bernard said in exasperation, “I don’t know!” 
 



Ervin said very seriously: “Mr. Elnor, I’m not saying, you can’t just focus on making money,” 
 
“You have to read more and understand history once in a while.” 
 
After saying that, ignoring Bernard’s expression of almost vomiting blood, said with a profound face: 
 
“Let me tell you, the year 1275 AD is the time when the famous Western traveler Marco Polo arrived in 
China!” 
 
After saying that, Ervin looked at Bernard and asked, 
 
“You should know the Travels of Marco Polo, right?” 
 
Bernard was getting mad and said through clenched teeth, 
 
“I know! But what does this have to do with the Mona Lisa!” 
 
Ervin shook his head and sighed, “What an uninformed person.” 
 
He said, before continuing to explain, 
 
“I tell you, at that time Marco Polo went through a lot of hardships and came to the capital of Yuan” 
 
“In the summer of 1275, and was warmly received by Kublai the Great Han.” 
 
“In order to promote cultural exchanges between the East and the West,” 
 
“Kublai ordered the then famous painter Zhao Mengfu to show Marco Polo and his party the high skills 
of Chinese painting.” 
 
“At that time, Marco Polo happened to have a lady-in-waiting by his side, named Mona Lisa!” 
 
“Mr. Zhao Mengfu created this painting with this maid as his model!” 
 
“The whole creation took half a year, from the summer of 1275, until the winter of 1275, when it was 
given a final stroke.” 
 
Speaking of this, Ervin could not help but sigh: 
 
“At that time, Kublai gave this painting to Marco Polo, who really treasured it and kept it with him,” 
 
“Knowing that he would take it back to the West. Unfortunately,” 
 
“Marco Polo went to prison after returning to the West because of the turmoil, and the painting was 
lost in the turmoil.” 
 
“Two hundred years later, the painting passed into the hands of Leonardo da Vinci, who was inspired by 
it” 



 
“And imitated it day and night for more than ten years before creating the version of the Mona Lisa 
known to the world!” 
 
“And after his painting was completed, he gave this Mona Lisa made by Zhao Mengfu to his subordinate 
to burn it.” 
 
“His subordinate could not bear to see such a masterpiece fall,” 
 
“So he quietly gave it to his own relatives, which allowed this painting to be passed down!” 
 
Speaking of this, Ervin looked at Bernard and seriously asked, “Mr. Elnor, now you understand, right?” 
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Bernard looked at Ervin’s serious face, and at a certain moment, he was almost about to be successfully 
brainwashed by him. 
 
He looked at Ervin, and then looked at the Mona Lisa in Marven’s hand, and repeated several times, his 
brain had been in a trance for a few moments. 
 
Marven also knows that Ervin is talking nonsense, but really did not expect him to make such a big set of 
a hundred and one stories. 
 
The heart of the old boy can not help but have some admiration. 
 
Other than that, his bullsh!t kung fu is definitely considered to be first class. 
 
However, Bernard soon came back to his senses, knowing that this must be Ervin’s haphazardly made-
up story. 
 
First of all, not to mention whether this story is likely to be true, even if it is true, this group of people 
can not take this painting to themselves. 
 
From the plastic imitation bronze wine bottle just now, he can tell that the two people in front of him 
only want to pit him for his money. 
 
And will never let themselves take advantage of the half. 
 
So, he arched his hand at Ervin and said with a pained face, “Gentleman, I admire your eloquence, and I 
won’t say anything about the rest.” 
 
After saying that, he looked at Marven again and spoke, “Sir, please quote a price for this painting ……!” 
 
Marven nodded and said seriously, “That allegedly copied Mona Lisa is now hanging in the Louvre 
collection in France,” 
 
“Although it is impossible to put it up for auction, but I estimate that if it is put up for sale, it can be sold 
for at least one billion dollars.” 



 
Bernard heard this, the whole person’s heart stuttered. 
 
He cursed in his heart, “If you dare to ask such a high price for this piece of crap,” 
 
“I would rather not participate in the auction of the Rejuvenation Pill than never accept such an 
allocation model from you!” 
 
Immediately after that, he heard Marven say with a smile: “This painting in my hand, why don’t I let you 
pick up a leak, this painting,” 
 
“And that heirloom jade seal and that bronze wine bottle, three things together in a package, two billion 
RMB you take! 
 
After hearing this, Bernard’s jaw dropped. 
 
Two billion? 
 
He couldn’t understand what kind of person would be so evil that he would ask for two billion for these 
pieces of junk! 
 
So, he immediately said: “Two billion is a bit too much! Tens of millions or even a hundred million is not 
enough to make up for the loss of a million allocation?” 
 
“Even if I am allowed to allocate one hundred million, it’s already doubled a hundred times!” 
 
Saying that, he gritted his teeth and said, “If you guys are so shameless, then I really would rather give 
up this auction than accept such an excessive request from you!” 
 
“Never mind.” Marven faintly said: “For Rejuvenation Pill auction there are rich people participating, 
one more or less won’t matter,” 
 
“Just like those bags in your store, there are rich people who will rush to allocate money to buy goods. 
 
Those who are not willing to spend money to allocate goods, go away, we never care.” 
 
Saying that, Marven added: “Mr. Elnor, there is something I have to remind you,” 
 
“If you refuse to allocate goods this time and withdraw from the auction,” 
 
“Then you will be banned for life for future auctions, you’d better think it over.” 
 
Bernard was instantly scared after hearing this and said, 
 
“Sir, even if you want to allocate the goods, there is no need to ask for two billion, right? Can it be a little 
less?” 
 
Chapter 3988 



Marven looked at him and said coldly: 
 
“Sorry Mr. Elnor, there is no room for you to bargain here, you have so many luxury stores all over the 
world,” 
 
“You don’t know how much wealth you have collected every year by distributing goods, 100 billion may 
say less,” 
 
“Now let you take out one billion, and you are not happy?” 
 
“In that case, I think you don’t need to participate in this auction, keep your money and go back where 
you came from!” 
 
Although Bernard’s heart was full of anger at this moment, deep inside, he had actually conceded. 
 
He himself is the ancestor of the distribution industry, relying on the distribution of this trick, he has 
earned tens of billions of dollars. 
 
Therefore, he understands that the reason why merchants have the courage to ask consumers to assign 
goods is,” 
 
“Because they have absolute confidence in their own goods. 
 
Once they know that consumers are willing to get the goods at any cost. 
 
They have enough courage to ask consumers to make allotments. 
 
A bag of more than 100,000 yuan to match 200,000 yuan of goods. 
 
A watch of more than 200,000 yuan to match 400,000 or 500,000 yuan of goods. 
 
These are accurate to pinpoint the psychology of consumers, so ruthlessly slaughter them on a wave. 
 
Now, he is begging for the rejuvenating pills, let him match goods for this, he can only grit his teeth and 
accept. 
 
After all, when you come out to mingle, you always have to pay back. 
 
Thinking of this, he had to nod his head and agree, saying to Marven, “Okay! Two billion on two billion!” 
 
Marven nodded in satisfaction and said indifferently, 
 
“Later, Mr. Issac from Shangri-La will give you the public account here.” 
 
“You can just arrange for the finance to pay the money directly.” 
 
“Okay.” Bernard nodded dismally and said with forced anger, “I will arrange the payment as soon as 
possible ……” 



 
Marven smiled faintly and said, “Mr. Elnor, in the future,” 
 
“It is better to do business more generously, at what price things are set,” 
 
“Sell them at that price, don’t always think of earning extra profits by starvation marketing and the 
allocation system,” 
 
“In the words of sages, doing too much of this kind of immoral thing is detrimental to yin virtue, which is 
bad for future generations.” 
 
Bernard questioned indignantly, “Aren’t you guys the same?” 
 
Marven laughed: “Our boss has said that this money you allotted, once it hits Shangri-La’s account,” 
 
“He will not take a penny and will donate it all to the nutrition improvement program for rural 
compulsory education students,” 
 
“So, unlike you, he is doing a good deed and you are doing a vice deed,” 
 
“In the words of ancient people, he is robbing the rich to help the poor. “ 
 
Bernard was surprised and asked, “What does this nutrition program do?” 
 
Marven said lightly: 
 
“It is a poverty alleviation program established only for all students who are receiving compulsory 
education,” 
 
“According to the standard of four yuan per day, to provide meal subsidies for more than twenty million 
rural school students nationwide,” 
 
“According to each rural poor area children a four yuan lunch per day,” 
 
“The two hundred million yuan can solve the lunch of one million four hundred thousand children in 
poor rural areas for a whole year, which is a great merit.” 
 
Speaking of this, Marven added: “But this merit has nothing to do with you,” 
 
“Unless you also take the initiative to donate another two billion.” 
 
“I …… I also have to donate?!” 
 
Bernard at this time wants to die, he is now most afraid that after Marven forced him to match the 
goods, but also forced him to donate. 
 
Marven saw his face panic, snorted, and said, 
 



“Mr. Elnor need not be so afraid if you yourself are not willing to donate,” 
 
“We will not force you to donate, after all, a melon twisted by force is not sweet.” 
 
Bernard finally sighed with relief. 
 
One of the things he disliked most in his life was making donations. 
 
Chapter 3989 
In Bernard’s opinion, the money is his own hard-earned, how to spend it out is his choice, and just can 
not donate it. 
 
Promising to allot two billion is already a huge loss, so he doesn’t want to pay one more cent. 
 
But this two billion is also enough to make his body meat pain for a long time! 
 
Seeing Bernard pay money to concede, Marven was satisfied and said to him, 
 
“Mr. Elnor, the matter of dispensing goods will end for the time being,” 
 
“But our boss still has one more thing to instruct you.” 
 
Bernard said in a hurry: “Please say ……” 
 
Marven said indifferently: “The distribution list that I just showed you,” 
 
“You must keep it absolutely confidential and not let anyone know.” 
 
Bernard said without thinking, “Don’t worry about this,” 
 
“I will definitely not disclose it to the public.” 
 
“That’s good.” Marven smiled faintly and said, 
 
“Right, there is one more thing that I need your help for.” 
 
Bernard hurriedly asked, “What else do I have to do, just give me an order!” 
 
Marven casually said, “Our boss doesn’t like your store in Wrestvel very much,” 
 
“He means, let you arrange to withdraw the store as soon as possible,” 
 
“From the original store, don’t keep a single person,” 
 
“All open up, especially the commission distribution, don’t send a single penny.” 
 
Bernard himself hates this store to the bone, hearing this naturally did not hesitate to agree, off the 
record said: 



 
“Please do not worry, I will close the store today, and all the people in the store out!” 
 
“Good.” Marven nodded in satisfaction and smiled, 
 
“In that case, then you keep these valuable antiques, we’ll leave first.” 
 
Saying that, Marven stuffed the three things into his arms, and then took Ervin and left the presidential 
suite together. 
 
Once out of the room door, Ervin could not help but say with a big breath, 
 
“Ye …… Master Ye …… You are really too cruel ……” 
 
“I wouldn’t dare to ask for $200,000 for that piece of junk in the antique street,” 
 
“But you asked for $2 billion from that old man just now” 
 
“…… This must be almost tens of millions of times the profit ……” . 
 
Marven laughed: “Ervin, today you performed well, don’t worry,” 
 
“I won’t treat you badly, I will ask Issac to prepare two million cash for you later.” 
 
When Ervin heard this, he quickly waved his hand and said, 
 
“Master Ye, that’s not what I meant ……” 
 
“How much money you earn is your ability, I do not have eyes ……” 
 
Marven said, “This is a little bit of my heart, after all, can not let you help for nothing.” 
 
Ervin hastily refused: 
 
“Master Ye, this is just a handful for me, and the purchase price of those items is also very cheap,” 
 
“I just came over to help you put on a show, how can I ask for your money?” 
 
Marven blandly smiled: “Ervin, I am giving you take it, there is no need to be polite with me.” 
 
Ervin said offhandedly, “Master Ye, if you really want to give it to me, then please help me donate it 
too!” 
 
Marven couldn’t help but impressed with Ervin and laughed: 
 
“Ervin, think carefully, it’s not two hundred dollars, it’s two million!” 
 
Ervin said with certainty, “Yes Master Ye, I have thought it over,” 



 
“You have even donated two billion, what is this two million of mine?” 
 
Seeing his firm attitude, Marven nodded and said, 
 
“Good, I didn’t expect you, Ervin, to have this consciousness, don’t worry,” 
 
“I will personally take out another two million and donate it in your name.” 
 
Ervin said excitedly, “Then thank you so much, Master Ye!” 
 
Chapter 3990 
Marven thought of Ervin’s nonesense just now, there are indeed a few levels, so he asked him, 
 
“Ervin, you cheat in the antique street, how much money can you earn in a year?” 
 
Ervin said awkwardly: “To be honest with you, Master Ye, my income is very unstable, sometimes a 
month not a single major sale,” 
 
“But sometimes, sell a large single, a few months do not have to work again.” 
 
“Just saw the Chinese version of the Mona Lisa, I gave 500 yuan a price,” 
 
“Looking for students of the Academy of Fine Arts painting,” 
 
“In general I opened the price in the antique street are more than 80,000, if the sale of such a pair,” 
 
“I usually don’t have to work for two months at the stall, mainly because of fear of people looking for 
me.” 
 
Marven asked him, “If others come to the door, how do you generally deal with them?” 
 
Ervin smiled twice and explained, “If found, it is certainly to return the money,” 
 
“I generally just see people under the dish,” 
 
“I can afford to carry with him to the end, anyway, my basic principle of doing business in the antique 
street, is never to return the money.” 
 
Marven asked: “And if you can’t afford to mess with it?” 
 
Ervin scratched his head and laughed: “If I can’t afford to mess with, my first choice is usually to run,” 
 
“If I can run away, naturally everything is fine, if you can’t run away, you will honestly pay for the 
matter.” 
 
Marven nodded and laughed: 
 



“So, you are not able to pocket every single, how much money can you earn in a year?” 
 
Ervin in the heart made a calculation, said with a smile: 
 
“All kinds of circumstances are counted, I can generally get a year, four or five hundred thousand bar.” 
 
Marven nodded and said, “Let’s do it, Ervin, give you a base salary of 800,000 a year,” 
 
“After you do not go to the antique store to pit people,” 
 
“Clean up your heart and follow Orvel, everything at his command.” 
 
Ervin heard these words, immediately stunned dumbfounded. 
 
He never dreamed that Marven would let him stay and work by Master Orvel’s side. 
 
Shocked, he couldn’t help but open his mouth and ask: 
 
“Master Ye …… I …… I’m just a nobody, why would you think of letting me work with the Master Orvel?” 
 
Marven laughed: “Orvel is brave and fierce, but his resourcefulness is still lacking,” 
 
“If he can have a person like you by his side to be his dog-headed advisor,” 
 
“It will definitely be a good thing for him.” 
 
Marven really appreciates certain advantages in Ervin, this guy although of low origin, but definitely can 
be considered to be well-informed. 
 
And most importantly, the reaction speed is very fast, the ability to adapt to the situation is much better 
than the average person. 
 
Such a person, if placed in the antique street, cheating a few hundred thousand a years to earn money, 
indeed a bit of a waste. 
 
So, he then looked at Ervin and asked: 
 
“Do you want to think about it? Give me a clear answer after considering.” 
 
“No need to consider!” Ervin hurriedly said, 
 
“Master Ye, I am willing to follow you and Master Orvel to serve as a dog and horse!” 
 
For Ervin, it was not easy to make a living in the antique street. 
 
He not only has to deliberately design various traps to deceive people. 
 
But also to be on the alert for others to come to the door. 



 
In addition, he is not liked in the antique street, many peers look at him unfavorably, being ostracized, 
being demolished is also a common thing for him. 
 
So he has been looking forward to the opportunity to hunt a reliable dock, at least to make his future life 
better. 
 
Marven nodded in satisfaction and said, 
 
“In this way, I’ll give Orvel a call, find him later.” 
 
But he never dreamed that Marven would let him go directly to talk to Master Orvel. 
 
If he followed Master Orvel, he wouldn’t dare to walk around in Wrestvel. 
 
But absolutely no one would dare to mess with him! 
 
Thinking of this, Ervin excitedly nodded and bowed repeatedly repeating under his breath, 
 
“Okay Master Ye! Thank you, Master Ye!” 
 
 


